Introduction
Gauss presented several proofs that the field complex numbers is algebraically closed. His second proof [3] is sometimes described as a rigorous version of a previous proof due to Laplace [6] . Both proofs indeed can be seen as arguments showing that if R is a real closed field then the field C = R[i] obtained by adding a root of i 2 + 1 = 0 is algebraically closed. Theses two proofs are however different: the proof of Gauss for instance refers to the notion of discriminant of a polynomial, which is not used in Laplace's proof. Laplace's argument is interesting from the point of view of constructive mathematics since it relies on the existence of a splitting field of an arbitrary nonconstant polynomial in C [X] . The existence of such a splitting field does not raise any problem from a classical point of view, and it is interesting that Gauss criticizes Laplace's argument on this point 1 . One analysis of the notion of splitting field from a constructive point of view can be found in Edwards' book [2] . But this analysis relies on a factorization algorithm, which exists only in special (but important) cases: for instance over rational numbers, or over fields of the form Q(X 1 , . . . , X n ) or over algebraic extensions of such fields. The classic book of van der Waerden [10] presents such algorithms, and the reference [9] refines this analysis. For a general discrete field, however, we cannot hope for a factorization algorithm [10, 8] . We apply here a different constructive analysis, inspired by some remarks of A. Joyal [5] . We use this to present a constructive version of Laplace's proof, different from the proof of Gauss. As we said, this is an application of a general method for making constructive sense of the notion of a splitting field of a nonconstant polynomial over an arbitrary field, and we present this method in the second part of this paper.
Laplace's argument
We recall briefly Laplace's proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra [6] . If m > 0 is a natural number, we let v 2 (m) be the greatest k such that 2 k divides m. Let R be a real closed field and C = R[i] with i 2 + 1 = 0. Let P be a monic polynomial of degree m in R[X]. We show by induction on v 2 (m) that P has a root in C. For v 2 (m) = 0 the polynomial P has a root in R since R is real closed. Otherwise let L be a splitting field of P . (We use classical logic at this point.) In L, the polynomial P has m roots x 1 , . . . , x m . For each u in R we can form a 1 It is enough to show that there is an extension where a given polynomial P has a root. If P is irreducible it is enough to take C[X]/ P . Classically one can always reduce to this case by considering an irreducible factor of P . Constructively however, it may not be possible to find an irreducible factor: to decide if X 2 + 1 is irreducible for instance is in general undecidable. This classical argument seems simple, but requires the notion of irreducible polynomial, notion that appears only explicitely in the work of Abel and Galois [2] , 15 years after the second proof of Gauss [3] .
we have by induction hypothesis an element y u in R such that Q u (y u ) = 0 and then y u = x i + x j + ux i x j for some i < j. We consider l = m + 1 different values of u. By the pigeon-hole principle, we have two values u 1 < u 2 corresponding to the same pair i < j: we have both both y u 1 = x i + x j + u 1 x i x j and y u 2 = x i + x j + u 2 x i x j . It follows that we have both x i + x j and x i x j in R, and so x i and x j are in C. Hence P has a root in C, as desired.
The only place where classical logic appears in this argument is in the use of the splitting field L of the polynomial P . The next section will contain a constructive reading of Laplace's proof. This follows a general method of explaining constructively the existence of a splitting field, and we explain this method in the following section.
2 A constructive version of Laplace's proof 2.1 A combinatorial lemma Lemma 2.1 Let I and J be two finite sets, and let a p,q be a family such that Π p∈I a p,q = 0 for all q in J. For f ∈ J → I, let M (f ) be the ideal generated by the elements a f (q),q . We have
Proof. We have to show
and for this, we can take q = F (g) and f = g.
Laplace's argument, constructively
We proceed as in the classical proof, replacing the splitting field, whose constructive existence is problematic in general, by the universal decomposition algebra. Let P be a monic polynomial of degree m in R[X]. We show by induction on v 2 (m) that P has a root in C. For v 2 (m) = 0 the polynomial P has a root in R since R is real closed. Otherwise let A be the universal decomposition algebra of P . The crucial property that we use is that the canonical map C → A is an embedding [7] 2 . (We shall recall the argument in the next section.) In the C-algebra A, the polynomial P has m roots x 1 , . . . , x m . For each u in R we can form a polynomial
We write r u 1 ,u 2 , s u 1 ,u 2 such elements. We claim that the element in C S = Π q 1 <q 2 P (r q 1 ,q 2 )
2 The importance of the universal decomposition algebra for constructive mathematics is also stressed in the note [9] . is 0. This will show that P has a root in C, which is what we want to establish. For this it is enough to show that S is nilpotent in A.
We let then I be the set of pairs i, j with 1 i < j m. We take for J a finite subset of R with more elements than in I. We can now use Lemma 2.1. Indeed for p = (i, j) in I and q in J we define a p,q = y q − x i − x j − qx i x j
We then have Π p a p,q = 0 for all q in J. For showing that S is nilpotent it is thus enough by Lemma 2.1 to show that S is in each ideal M (f ) generated by the elements a f (q),q for each f ∈ J → I. By the pigeon-hole principle, for each f in J → I we can find (i, j) in I and q 1 < q 2 in J such that both elements
We then have that
. This follows from the fact that we have, writing r = r q 1 ,q 2 , s = s q 1 ,q 2
and both r + s − x i − x j and x i x j − rs are in M (f ). Indeed we have
and so
and so x i + x j − r − s is also in M (f ).
Splitting field
In general let C be a commutative field and P in C[X] be a nonconstant monic polynomial. We write P = X n − a 1 X n−1 + a 2 X n−2 − . . .. We can form the universal decomposition C-algebra A [1, 7] which is the quotient algebra C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] = C[X 1 , . . . , X n ]/I where I the ideal generated by σ 1 − a 1 , σ 2 − a 2 , . . . , σ n − a n It is possible, and elementary, to show [7] that this ideal is also generated by the so-called Cauchy modules f 1 (X 1 ), f 2 (X 1 , X 2 ), . . . where
It follows from this that
A is a C-vector space of dimension n! with a basis formed by the polynomials X This corollary is the core of the argument (as formulate in [9] it establishes that "there is some non-trivial C-algebra over which P splits), and it might be appropriate to give another proof of it closer to the proof of Gauss, using only the fact that the polynomial σ 1 , . . . , σ n are algebraically independent in C[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. We show that if we have r in C which is in the ideal σ 1 − a 1 , σ 2 − a 2 , . . . , σ n − a n then we have r = 0. Indeed we have a relation a = p 1 (σ 1 − a 1 ) + . . . + p n (σ n − a n ) with p 1 , . . . , p n in C[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. By averaging this relation over the symmetric group, we can assume that these polynomial are symmetric, and hence are in C[σ 1 , . . . , σ n ]. Since σ 1 , . . . , σ n are algebraically independent it follows that r = 0 in C.
The C-algebra A is 0-dimensional, and to have a splitting field of P is the same as to have a prime/maximal ideal of A. Constructively, such a prime ideal may fail to exist, but we can always form the Zariski lattice Zar(A) and the Boolean algebra it generates. The Zariski lattice can be described as the free distributive lattice generated by symbols D(a) and relations
Any element of the Zariski lattice is a finite disjunction of the form D(a 1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ D(a n ) which is also written D(a 1 , . . . , a n ). For the constructible lattice we add the generators V (a) and relations D(a) ∨ V (a) = 1 and D(a) ∧ V (a) = 0. This is the free Boolean lattice generated by the Zariski lattice of A. The key observation is that there is an effective realization of the Zariski lattice by taking D(a 1 , . . . , a n ) to be the radical ideal generated by a 1 , . . . , a n . It follows from this that we have D(a) = 0 iff V (a) = 1 iff a is nilpotent in A.
We can then make constructive sense of Laplace's reasoning by taking the equality to be valued in the constructible lattice. (This is similar to the use of Boolean valued model in set theory. This general method was suggested by A. Joyal [5] .) We read V (a) as the truth value that the element a is 0. The equality
for instance can be interpreted as the fact that A is an integral domain for this equality. Indeed it expresses that if ab = 0 then a = 0 or b = 0. This is also expressed by the equality D(ab) = D(a) ∧ D(b) in the Zariski lattice. Laplace's reasoning shows that we have D(S) = 0 where S = Π q 1 <q 2 P (r q 1 ,q 2 ). Hence, we get a constructive proof that S is nilpotent in A. The argument is as follows, using the same notations as above. For any q in R we have 0 = i<j D(y q − x i − x j − qx i x j ) (In Laplace's argument, this corresponds to the fact that for any q in R there exists i < j such that y q − x i − x j − qx i x j is 0.) It follows from the pigeon-hole principle, that if we consider m + 1 values of q we have It follows from (1) and (2) that we have D(S) = 0 and so S is nilpotent in A and so S = 0 in C as desired. The previous section presents exactly this proof, where we eliminate the explicit use of the Zariski lattice of A.
